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Waking up in the morning and realising that somebody else has solved your problem from yesterday
Top 10 people discussing on Debian GIS mailing list

- Francesco P. L (1033)
- Paolo C (517)
- Hamish (428)
- Petter R (249)
- Andreas T (233)
- Steve H (190)
- Sebastiaan C (143)
- alex b (105)
- Paul W (101)
- Silke R (96)
Top 10 Uploaders of Debian GIS

Debian GIS

Francesco Paolo L 444
David P 190
Bas C 89
Petter R 40
Sylvestre L 36
Fabio T 34
Andreas P 25
Markus W 22
Youhei S 16
Peter S G 15

Pkg OSM

David P 130
Jonas S 14
Giovanni M 8
Mònica Ramírez A 3
Andrew O. S 3
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This talk is available at

http://people.debian.org/~tille/talks/

Andreas Tille <tille@debian.org>